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Chapter 1591 

Obsidian Dragon’s eyes were filled with insanity. 

The two brothers smiled bitterly. 

The entire world would plunge into chaos once Gods’ Promise was broken. 

Not limited to Erudia, every corner of the world would submerge in chaos. 

“Rest assured. Even if I don’t break Gods’ Promise, someone else will. I merely did something they didn’t 

have the guts to do.” 

“That’s somewhat true.” 

“Pass down my order immediately. Secretly summon all of our forces and be prepared to depart.” 

“A massive war might erupt. We will destroy anyone in our path, including the Dragonites, if they dare 

to hinder us,” Obsidian Dragon decreed. 

On the other hand, Levi ignored the Dragonites warning. 

Three days had passed. 

Darian arrived with a horde of people. 

“Are you still unwilling to plead guilty?” 

“Do you still consider what you’ve done as righteous?” 

Levi nodded. “Yes, I do.” 

“Then we will have to put you behind bars. Since you’ve caused such a huge problem.” 
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The entire world was abuzz. 

“The Gods’ Promise has been broken!” 

“The Gods’ Promise has been broken!” 

“We can show ourselves now!” 

… 

Darkness had enveloped the entire world. 

Erudia was faced with an unexpected war. 

The supreme class fighters had all surfaced. 

They had been gone for so long, or, one could say, the supreme class fighters erased from the records 

had returned. 



Supreme class fighters had existed all along. However, all of their information and hearsay were erased. 

It would be blank whenever anyone investigated. 

99.9 percent of the population didn’t know about it. 

Even the Dragonites were unaware, if not shown the classified file previously. 

“We were right. The supreme class fighters have all returned!” 

Everyone’s faces paled at the news, and they were all sweating bullets. 

“Despite only three thousand in number, they are not to be underestimated. These three thousand’s 

combat prowess is otherworldly. Even three hundred thousand armies can’t take them down.” 

“The supreme class fighters had emerged, so the numbers are pointless.” 

“Unless we gathered all of them and blow them all up with a nuclear weapon.” 
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Levi had mentioned something similar previously. 

But everyone weren’t willing to believe. 

Could it be the truth? 

Obsidian Dragon shook his head. “So the Dragonites used such a shady way to train? “No, I should say 

there’s something wrong with your brains. 

“This kind of drug is only used to level up during a near-death moment. Why are you incorporating it in 

your daily training? 

“All the disciples here will die. None will be spared.” 

“Exactly. Feel the condition of your body. Your life forces are fading away. You have coughed up your 

body’s essence. It’s an indication of the shortening of your lifespan as the price.” 

The others stated the truth as well. 

“What?” 

Everyone was shocked, especially Xaire and the other disciples. 

They recalled the previous incident when they stopped taking the drugs. 

Basically, they could confirm what Obsidian Dragon said to be true. 

“Who hated the Dragonites so much for them to use such a dirty trick to harm them?” he asked. 

It couldn’t be Collin. 



Nor could it be Levi. 

That left only Filipe. 
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Darian and the others were distraught. 

They finally realized their mistake. 

Levi was right all along. 

He had helped Erudia once again. 

In turn, they were the sinners. 

Unforgivable! 

They had learned a painful lesson that Levi was worth their trust. 

Instead, Levi was thrown into prison. They had let him down again. 

They even indirectly killed the talented Hidden Dragon disciples. 

It was all because of the Dragonites. They were the ones to be blamed. 

“It’s my fault. I should just die.” 

Darian decided to ram his head against the wall. 

But a frighteningly powerful force stopped him. 

“That can wait. First, tell me, where is Levi?” asked Obsidian Dragon. 

Everyone at the training base was puzzled. 

“W-Who’re you? Why are you looking for Levi?” 

Everyone’s focus was on Obsidian Dragon. 
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Everyone finally understood. 
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Once the Dragonites got the news. 

They instantly ordered, “Immediately evacuate Levi. Protect his safety. He had done much for Erudia. 

“After, order the Nine Lords to lead their army to the South’s Number One Prison.” 

That was where Levi was imprisoned. 

Endless darkness. 

A lifetime of imprisonment. 

At that moment, the ward urgently led a group of people to his jail. 

“Levi, you need to leave now! There is danger incoming.” 

Levi was taken aback. 



What happened? 

“The Dragonites had sent an order for us to evacuate and protect your safety with all of our might. 

“There’s an extremely formidable force on its way to kill you. The Dragonites had dispatched eighty 

thousand armies to stop them, but to no avail.” 

… 

warden explained everything 

“You have finally arrived.” 

Levi’s eyes gleamed. 
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“Haha! You must have anticipated your imminent death as killing my son must be keeping you up at 

night!” Obsidian Dragon said with a maniacal laugh. 

Kuro Dragon’s brothers could not hold it in any longer as they shouted, “We’ll make you pay for killing 

our brother!” 

“How insolent! No one can lay a finger on our master!” A man’s voice was suddenly heard. 

Many fighter jets, armored vehicles, and warhorses closed in on the prison. 

In the face of the huge troop, three thousand people seemed to be too few. 

The Nine Lords were there as well. 

This was the first time that the Nine Lords joined forces after their emergence. 

“Who are you? How dare you come to Erudia like you own the place?! You must have a death wish!” 

Lance and the rest of Nine Lords had on a look of conceit. 

In addition to their own strength, the Fusion Attack that Levi created for them was terrifyingly powerful 

as it targeted the frightening emergence like Obsidian Dragon and the others. 

to Levi and said, 

Levi nodded in acknowledgement. 

sure no one can lay a finger 

leave. This is between me and them! 
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People tended to only appreciate something after losing it, but most of the time, they could not recover 

it anymore. 

On the battlefield, the Nine Lords successfully contained the two supreme class fighters with Fusion 

Attack and began to fight back with their army of a hundred thousand men, shedding hope on Erudia’s 

future. 

Erudia would rise to international fame if they defeated the opponent without having any supreme class 

fighter fight in them. 

Obsidian Dragon was furious at the turn of events. 

“Kill them all!” 

There were actually another two supreme class fighters in the troop. 

Coupled with Obsidian Dragon, there were a total of five supreme class fighters. 

As the five supreme class fighters struck together, the entire structure of the prison was leveled to the 

ground, leaving a huge crater. 

Bam! Crash! Pow! 

The Nine Lords were injured as they were sent flying through the air before they landed on the ground, 

unable to get up again. 

The difference between their abilities and that of the supreme class fighters was too great. 
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With a clear look in his eyes, he exuded an intimidating and commanding presence. 

The change in him left everyone stunned. 

Looking at the people, Levi threatened, “Surrender yourself! I don’t care what your background is! 

Otherwise, your two other sons will be killed here!” 

Levi’s words ticked Juan and his sons off. 

How can we, a group of supreme class fighters, be provoked by an ordinary man, who’s also the one 

who killed Louie? We can’t swallow the insults! 

“Kill him!” 

Lennon could not stand it anymore and hurled a slap at Levi. 

As Lennon focused on training his strength, one slap from him carried the weight of a mountain. 

Thud! 

In the next second, a dull yet loud thud was heard as Levi blocked Lennon’s palm with a finger. 

Whoosh! 

shot from the tip of his finger and penetrated 
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Among the three thousand fighters, three were supreme class fighters and fourteen were fake supreme 

class fighters. The rest were ultimate class fighters. 

It was a terrifying troop that might intimidate Erudia and Dragonites as there were fifty of them who 

were stronger than or at the same level as Northern Demon. 

Previously, the appearance of fifty Northern Demons would bring disaster, but now that a stronger 

person had shown up, Northern Demon was nothing anymore. 

“Come on!” 

Levi charged at the enemy and started to engage in a fierce fight with them. 

Blood was everywhere as miserable cries, as well as the sound of broken bones and howling wind, filled 

the air. 



After a while, only one man was left standing on the battlefield, and it was Levi. 

The others had all fallen to the ground lifelessly. 

Juan’s body had become stiff, but his eyes were widened as he died unreconciled. 

At that point, Juan’s army of three thousand was wiped out. 

After that, Levi left. 

The Dragonites were stupefied when they got there. 

“Who did this?” 

“They were annihilated? T-T-T-This…” 

Everyone was hysterical. 

“Where’s Levi? Find him quickly! Then spread the news!” 

Soon, the news got out—a mysterious organization was annihilated, including five supreme class 

fighters and fourteen fake supreme class fighters. 

People around the world were shocked as they began to wonder what was in Erudia that caused the 

death of so many supreme class fighters. 

Supreme class fighters also started to catch everyone’s attention, while the secret of Gods’ Promise 

would slowly be revealed. 

In the depths of a snowy mountain in Fairlake City. 
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Levi did not take it to heart as he continued to play with Forlevia. 

The death of Juan was just a beginning. 

He broke the Gods’ Promise at the cost of his life. 

It also meant that the Gods’ Promise that restricted all supreme class fighters had become invalid. 

All supreme class fighters all over the world, including Erudia, could now come out into the world. 

The ambitious Zarain, Raysonia, and the rest were even grateful to Juan for breaking the Gods’ Promise. 

They had always been wanting to break it but dared not to do so. 

As their supreme class fighters could come out of hiding to do anything they wanted, true darkness 

would descend soon. 

Many people had been looking forward to the invalidation of Gods’ Promise, but they did not dare to 

break it themselves because it would cost them the extermination of their clan. 
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